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The wpa_supplicant daemon allows a network device using the WPA, WPA2,
WPA3, WPA2-Enterprise, or WPA2-Enterprise-IEEE 802.11i/e (WPA3) protocols
to be configured using a simple configuration file. The systemd-notify agent is
used to inform the end-user about various system events and allows to filter
events of interest to the user. If you want to be notified of every service boot,
enable notify-boot.services. If you want to receive e-mail notification about
specific events, make sure you have a working mail server. params: A list of
parameters that can be passed to this event in an environment variable.
optional: This event may optionally be triggered by certain events if specified
&optional. return: The value returned by the event. exception: A list of
exceptions that can be raised by this event. raised: A list of events that can
raise this event. parameters: A list of parameters that can be passed to this
event in an environment variable. optional: This event may optionally be
triggered by certain events if specified &optional. return: The value returned
by the event. exception: A list of exceptions that can be raised by this event.
raised: A list of events that can raise this event.
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The default configuration file, called /etc/rsyslog.d/abrt.conf enables the
automatic report functionality. It includes a number of modules that decide
how the data should be forwarded into the rsyslog main process. The log

messages are matched against a specific pattern, which defines the rules of
how messages are forwarded. The specified filters can be used to forward
messages to specific system log files (such as a Microsoft Windows Event

Log), to a network of remote hosts (e.g., when using a Syslog-NG server), or
to send the message directly to a remote script or file. More filters may be
created for specific situations. The module imjournal controls the incoming
file name log entries. It can be used to extract the raw format text strings

from the binary journal entries. The module rsyslog forwards the text-based
messages into the rsyslog main process. Additional filtering rules are defined

by the config file settings, which control the forwarding of messages to a
specific location. When all required filters are configured, the messages are
forwarded into the /var/log/abrt/abrt.log file. The file is located in the ABRT
home directory. This file will then be monitored by the ABRT GUI. When a
suitable message is received, a self-explanatory window will display. The

kernel.log system call log format implemented in rsyslog is not pure enough
to generate enough data for plotting and indexing tools like powertop. The

problem is that the Kernel Logging format in rsyslog does not provide for time
stamps, which is essential for indexing. This problem is addressed by a new

logging infrastructure by Rohit Nagpal of powertop powertop and partially by
S.Dasu of Ritter . For a complete change, the kernel.log message format was
extended to support time stamps. This extension is mostly compatible with
the original format, but improves performance and makes the resulting data
extremely useful for power consumption analysis. The new time stamps also
simplify the generation of statistics, such as power consumption graphs or

load performance graphs. 5ec8ef588b
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